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1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to give a general presentation of various results about 
compact covering mapping between Borel spaces. The material is extracted from 
[2], [4] and [5]. However this is not a review paper in the strict sense. The style 
adopted here allows us to sketch the main ideas of the proofs, avoiding both 
technical and standard arguments. 

The starting point of this study goes back to some purely topological problems, 
but as we showed these problems happen to be intimately related to set theoretical 
axioms. This is surely not new when dealing with topological problems in large 
(non separable or non metrizable) spaces. But this is the only example we know 
of such situation when dealing with a "natural" topological problems inside very 
nice spaces such as Borel subsets of real line or the Cantor space. The spirit of the 
proofs and the constructions we make mix intuition from topology and set 
descriptive theory, and we hope that this synthetic presentation will touch readers 
from both sides. 

In all this paper f : X -> Y denotes a continuous and onto mapping between the 
spaces X and Y. By space we always mean a separable and metrizable space. 

Definitions. The mapping / : X -+ Y is said to be: 
- compact covering (CC) if any compact subset of Y is the direct image of some 

compact subset of X. 
- inductively perfect (IP) if there exists a (necessarily closed) subset X' of 

X such that f(Xf) = Y and the restriction of / to X' is perfect. 
We recall that a mapping is perfect if the inverse image of any compact set is 

compact. Suppose that / is inductively perfect and let K be any compact subset 

*) Equipe d'Analyse, Boîte 186, Université Paris 6, 4, Place Jussieu, F 75252 Paris CEDEX 05, 
France 
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of Y then K is the image of X' n / \K) which is a compact subset of X', if the 
restriction of / to X' is perfect onto Y; thus obviously: 

(IP) => (CC) 

The problem whether the converse of this implication holds was first raised, for 
some particular cases, by E. Michael. In fact: 

Under the hypothesis "X is Polish" this was proved independently by J. P. R. 
Christensen [1] and the second author [11]. Under the hypothesis "Y is Kff" this 
a much more recent result of A. V. Ostrovsky [10] (also proved by W. Just and H. 
Wicke [6] when Y is countable). It is clear that none of these two cases can be 
derived from the other; moreover the methods of their proofs are completely 
different. 

On the other hand, one can construct counter-examples to (CC) => (IP) using the 
Axiom of Choice. But of course in such constructions the spaces X and Y have 
no definability properties. 

In [2] we were able — assumig some set theoretical axioms — to construct such 
counterexamples where both X and Y are coanalytic spaces. In view of this and 
the previous positive results (when X is Polish or Y is KCT) the following question 
arises naturally, and was the central motivation of our work: 

Does (CC) => (IP) if the spaces X and Y are Borel ? 

2. General notations and terminology 

Notation A(#", <&). 
To lighten the statement of our results, we fix the following two notations in which 

X and Y denote arbitrary spaces, and 9£ and <& denote arbitrary classes of spaces. 

A(X, Y): "Any compact covering mapping f : X -» Y is inductively perfect" 

A(ar, <sl)\ A(X, Y) v x G ar, v Y e <st 

Classical descriptive classes. 
By a descriptive class, we mean a class of subsets of Polish spaces which is 

closed by taking inverse images by continuous mappings between Polish spaces. 
The only classes that we shall consider in this work are the following to which we 
refer as the classical descriptive classes. 

A}: the class of all Borel spaces. 
_£}: the class of all analytic spaces. 
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n | : the class of all coanalytic spaces. 
£°: the Baire additive class of order £. 
11°: the Baire multiplicative class of order £. 

where £ is any countable ordinal > 3. 
Let 3C be any of the previous classes. When we say that a space "X is in 9T\ 

we mean that X can be (homeomorphically embedded) in some Polish space P as 
a SC subset of P. It is well known that this notion is absolute, in the sense that it 
does not depend on the particular choice of the Polish space P nor on the 
embedding. 

For £ = 2 we shall use the classical notations G^ and Fa. 
We recall that the previous observation about absoluteness is also valid for the 

class G5, and it is a classical fact that this class is just the class of all Polish spaces. 
However this does not apply to the "class Fff" that we shall not consider in fact 

as a class of spaces, but only as a class of subsets of some fixed space. A classical 
way to avoid this problem is to work inside compact (rather than Polish) spaces, 
in which case the notion of "F<-" would then be absolute and coincide with 
"rj-compact". But we shall not adopt this solution here, and instead we shall 
consider a more natural class that we introduce now. 

Lemma 2.1. For a space X, the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is the union of a countable family of closed Polish subspaces. 

(ii) X is an Fa subset of some Polish space. 
(Hi) X is the difference of two Fa subsets of some Polish space, 
(iv) In any space in which X embeds, X is the difference of two Fa subsets. 

Proof. It is clear that (iv) => (Hi) => (ii) => (i). To prove (i) => (iv) consider 
some metrizable space E in which X embeds, and let (Fn) be a countable covering 
of X by relatively closed subsets, such that each Fn is a Polish space. If we denote 
by Fn the closure of Fn in E, we have Fn = X n Fn. Moreover A = (Jn Fn is £2 1n 

F, and since Fn is Polish, En = T\\X = F\l\Fn is £2 in T~n hence in E. If we put 
B = [jnEn, B is £2 1n E, and we have X = A\B. Hence X is the difference of 
two Fa sets in E. O 

The class P<-. We denote by Pff the class of all spaces X satisfying the 
conditions of Lemma 2.1, and by Pa its dual class inside compact spaces, that is 

Pff = \X = X0 n Xx\ with X0GS and XiK<- in some (any) compactification of X) 
Pa = {X = X0 u Xx\ with X0G and XiK<- in some (any) compactification of X) 

Projection mappings. 
When we speak about a projection mapping n from X onto Y, we mean that 

X is a subset of some product space Y x Z, n is the restriction to X of the 
canonical projection, and Y = %(X). If moreover the factor spaces Y and Z are 
zero-dimensional we shall say that n is a zero-dimensional projection mapping. 
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In fact it will happen frequently that Y = Z; however the notation n will always 
refer to the projection on the first factor. Also when several projection mappings 
are considered with the same factor spaces Y and Z, to avoid ambiguity we shall 
write nx for n. 

The following simple result reduces the general study of compact covering and 
inductively perfect mappings to the particular case of zero-dimensional projection 
mapping. 

Lemma 2.2. Given any continuous and onto mapping f : X -> Y, there exists 
two perfect mappings p and q, and a projection mapping n from a subset X' of 
2™ x 2W onto Y' = n(X') such that the following diagram commutes: 

X' - ! - • r 

p 

X 
f 

and moreover: 
a) f is compact covering if and only if nx> is compact covering. 
b) f is inductively perfect if and only if nx> is inductively perfect. 

3 . When does A(&, <&) hold? 

In this section we derive A(I1}, ty) for different classes <$/ from different set 
theoretical axioms. In next section we prove the converse implications. 

We denote as usual by Det (L}) the following statement: 

"Any analytic game on co is determined" 

We recall that one classical (and very weak) consequence of Det (L}) is that the 
set L nof of all constructible reals is countable. This also holds for all sets 
L(a) n of3 of all constructible reals in the parameter a e co™. For more details see 
for example 9. 

Finally a subset A of of will be said to be ^-bounded if there exists aeof 
such that 

Vx e A, 3ne co, such that Vm > n, x(m) < a(m) 

Any countable subset of of is -^--bounded. 

Theorem 3.1. 
a) IfDet(I,\) then A(II}, II}). 
b) If "Va e of, of n L(a) is ^-bounded in of" then A(II}, Gs). 
c) If "Va e of, co" n L(a) is countable" then A(II}, ¥ad). 
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Sketch of proof. 
Let n be a projection mapping from X c 2W x 2W onto Y. We suppose that both 

X and y are II| (and Y possibly Gd or FaS when dealing with b) or c)). 

Step I: Introduction of a game. 
For each of the three cases a), b), c) one has to introduce a different game. We 

shall describe the game completely in case a) which is the simplest case, and give 
some hints for the games involved in b) and c) which are much more complicated 
that in a). 

Case a): The players are asked to choose at each move 0 or 1, producing thus two 
elements y and z in 2W with y constructed by Player I and z constructed by Player 
II wins the run if 

(y $ Y) or (IIZ e l a n d s 7r(IIz)) 

where z i—> IIZ is some canonical homeomorphism from 2W onto Jf (2W x 2W) the 
hyperspace of all nonempty compact subsets of 2W x 20). 

Notice that since X and Y are 11} then the win condition of the game is the 
difference of two coanalytic sets. But it follows from well known and deep results 
of Martin and Harrington that such games are also determined under Det(L|). 

Cases b) and c): First notice that since X is II} then the set Z = {z G 2W : IIZ cz X) 
is also II}, hence we can fix a tree T on 2W x CDX such that the projection of [T] 
(the set of all infinite branches of T) on 2W is exactly Z. In these cases Player I and 
II construct in each run as in case a), elements y and z in 2(D\ moreover Player II 
has also to construct some (finite or infinite) sequence a of ordinals in co^ One of 
the main point is that the construction of a is not done coordinate by coordinate 
but by some limit procedure. The precise rules of "constructing" a are quite 
technical and different in each of the two cases b) and c). However in both cases 
the win condition is of the same flavor than in a). Player II wins the run if 

(y $ Y) or ((z, a) e [T] and y e n(Hz)) 

Notice here that by the choice of T the condition "(z, a) e [T]" implies the 
condition "IIZ cz K" of case a). 

The computation of the complexity of the win condition of these games (which 
involves the rules of "constructing" a) shows that assuming that Y is Borel (what 
we can do), these games are Borel game on cox hence determined (without any 
extra assumption to ZF). 

Step 2: When II wins the game. 
It is clear that in each of these games if Player II has a winning strategy, then 

this strategy defines canonically a continuous mapping cf): Y -+ Jf (K) with 
y e (j)(y) for all y. Then it is easy to check that the restriction of n to the set 
[J{<l>(y)>y e Y] i s perfect onto Y. 
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Step 3: When I wins the game. 
We now arrive to the heart of the proof of the Theorem. In fact to finish this 

proof we need to show that (under the various hypothesis a), b), c)) if Player / has 
a winning strategy then there exists some compact subset K of Y which is not the 
projection of any compact subset of X. The construction of K depends heavily on 
the rules of the game and is different in each of the three cases. 

But again the case a) is very simple. In this case one can take for K the set of 
all answers y given by a winning strategy of Player /, in all possible runs. Because 
in this case Player // has only finitely many choices at each move (in fact two 
choices: 0 or 1) one easily sees that the space of all possible runs is compact; hence 
K is compact. On the other hand it is not difficult to check that K is not the 
projection of a compact subset H of X (otherwise consider the run where // plays 
z such that H = Hz). 

Notice that because of the parameter a arising in cases b) and c), Player // is no 
more "playing in a compact space" one cannot apply the simple argument above. 
Also in these cases the compact set K has to be defined in a much more elaborated 
way. We shall only give here a very vague idea of the construction: The set K is 
defined as the closure of some subset K0 of Y, where each element of K0 is the 
answer given by the strategy in some particular runs, in fact runs in which Player 
// constructs the parameter a in a very simple way involving only finitely many 
ordinals. Then assuming the hypothesis in a) and b) one can show by general 
absoluteness arguments that such a set K0 is countable. This enables one to "order" 
in some sense the elements of K0 and by adequate choices to control all the 
accumulation points of K0 so that they all lie in Y. O 

Remark. It follows from the previous discussion that the main point in the 
argument in the cases b) and c) of Theorem 3.1 is to find some explicit conditions 
which insure that an accumulation point of K0 lies in a Y. This can be managed 
reasonably when the set Y is G ,̂ but is much more delicate when Y is FaS. Also 
when Y is a Borel set of higher class this procedure becomes very quickly 
extremely difficult to control. Nevertheless we conjecture the following: 

Conjecture 3.2. If "Va e of3, co03 n L(a) is countable", then A(n}, A}). 
We finish this section by the following extension of b): 

Theorem 3.3. If "Va e co03, of3 n L(a) is ^-bounded" then A fell}, Pa). 

Sketch of Proof. 
Let nx: X -> Y (X cz Y x Z) be a compact covering zero-dimensional projec

tion where X is a 11} space, and Y = n(X) a Pff space. We embed the spaces Y and 
Z in of3. Then there exists a II2 subset It of of3 containing Y as a 2° subset. 
Consider now the projection mapping nx asociated with the set 

X = X u ((f\Y) xco^czfxo)03 
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then clearly X is II} and n(X) = f is Polish. Moreover since X = X n(Y x Z), 
then to prove that nx is inductively perfect it is enough to prove that nx is 
inductively perfect. But since T is Gd it is enough by Theorem 3.1b) to prove that 
nx is compact covering. 

Now notice that if K is any compact subset of f. Then Y0 = K n Y is 
^-compact and the projection nXo from X0 = X n (Y0 x c0w) onto Y0 is still 
compact covering. Then applying Ostrovsky's Theorem to each nXo one can show 
that nx is compact covering. O 

4. When A(3T, ^) does not hold? 

In this section we give consequences of A(58f, <&) for different classes SC 
and ^ . We start by a general result reducing the case 3C — II} to the case #" = A}. 
Notice that this result does not give any simplification for the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 

We recall that all the classes we consider contain the class Gb. 

Theorem 4.1. For any classical descriptive class <W a A} 

A(n}, <Sf) o A(A}, <&) o A(Fff(^), <&) 

where Fa($/) denotes the class of all spaces which can be embedded as an Fff subset 
of some space in <W. 

Sketch of proof. 
Given any mapping / : X -> Y where X is II} and Y is in <W we define 

a mapping spaces X and ?, and a mapping / : X -> f with the following 
properties: 

— X = X0 u (Xi \ X2) with Xo a discrete countable subset of X, Xx in ®J and 

— F = y u y0 with y0 countable and Y closed in Y. 
— If f compact covering then / is compact covering. 

— If / is inductively perfect then / is inductively perfect. O 

We now go back to the particular classes <& considered in Theorem 3.L 

Theorem 4.2. 7f A(II}, G*) then "Va e cow, oF n L(a) is ^-bounded". 
Sketch of Proof. 
The proof makes substantial use of notions and results from Effective Descrip

tive Set Theory and also basic properties of the universes L(a). More precisely we 
use the fact that for any a e of of there exists a largest i7}(a) thin set, that is a set 
containing no perfect subset; and moreover that the projection of largest 77}(a) thin 
set of the plane of" x cow is exactly of* n L(a). 
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Fix ocecow and assume that cow n L(a) is not -^-bounded in cow. First, using the 
largest I7}(a) thin set of the plane cow x cow, we construct a IT}(a) thin set Z cz cow 

satisfying 

Vy e cow 3z G Z such that Vn 3m > n, j(m) < z(m) 

Let Y = a/0 and consider the set 

X = {(y, z)eY x Z : Mn3m > n, y(m) < z(m)} 

Thus the projection mapping 7r from X is onto Y; but since any compact subset of 
cow is bounded in cow (for the pointwise preordering), it follows that n is compact 
covering. Now using the thinness of X one can show that n is not inductively 
perfect. O 

Theorem 4.3. If A(n}, Pa) then "Va e cow, cow n L(a) is countable". 

Sketch of Proof. 
This proof also uses in a fundamental way the existence of thin I7} sets. The 

general scheme is the following. Given any aecow and any (Borel) A}(a) set Y, we 
construct a projection mapping n from some I7}(a) (thin) set onto Y such that: 

— If cow n L(a) is not countable, then n is compact covering. 
— If 7i is inductively perfect then Y is necessarily Pa. 

However the construction is more elaborated than in Theorem 4.2. The main 
difference between the two situations is that in the previous case (where we fixed 
Y = cow) the space Jf (Y) was G^ and very simply coded by the space cow; whereas 
in the present context this is not possible since the space Jf (Y) can be a true II}. O 

Theorem 4.4. If A(n}, II}) then Det(T,\). 

Sketch of Proof. 
Let Jf (Q) be the space of all compact subsets of the space Q of all rational 

numbers. We derive from A(II}, II}) that the space Jf (Q) can be reduced to any 
II} non Borel set X. It follows that any such X is II} complete, and this by a deep 
result of Harrington implies Det (£}). <> 

Corollary 4.5. 
a) A(n},n})<^Der(L}) 
b) A(n}, FaS)o A(A}, Pa) o "Va e cow, cow n L(a) is countable" 
c) A(n}, F3) <-> A(A}, Pa) o "Va e cow, cow n L(a) is ^-bounded" 

Notice that by Theorem 4.1 we also have 

A(A!,P,)oA(P„P f f) and A(A}, Pa) o A(P„ v Pa, Pa) 

where Pa v Pa denotes the class of all spaces which are union of two Pa sets; 
but it will follow from Theorem 6.2 b) below that one cannot replace this class 
by P.. 
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5. Property A and cofinal families of compact sets 

In this section all spaces are supposed to be zero-dimensional. 

Definition 5.1. Let Jf(Y) denote the space of all compact subsets of a space Y. 
A subset si of Jf(Y) is said to be a cofinal if 

VS G jtT(Y)9 IT est, such that S c T 

Theorem 5.2. If <& is any of the classes Gs, Fff& II}, then the following are 
equivalent: 

d) A(ni,«0 
(ii) For any 11} cofinal subset si of Jf (Y), there exists a continuous mapping 

f : Y' -> si such that y e f(y) for all y e Y. 
Moreover if 9U is one of the classes Gb or II} then (i) also equivalent to 

(ii)y For any II} cofinal subset si of JT(Y), there exists a continuous mapping 
F:Jf(Y)-+si such that S c F(S)for all S e jfT(Y). 

Sketch of proof. 
We first prove (i) => (ii). Let si be a II} cofinal subset of Jf (Y), then the set 

X = {(y,T)eYxsi:yeT} 

is also II}. Let n be the projection mapping from X onto Y. If S is any compact 
subset of Y and T e si is such that S c T then it is clear that S x {T} <= X. Thus 
7i is projection mapping from X a Y x U (with Z = JT(Y)) onto Y with the 
following strong form of compact covering property: 

VK compact c: Y,3z e Z such that K x {z} c: X 

We shall then say that n is strongly compact covering projection. On the other 
hand (ii) states exactly that n admits a continuous section that is a continuous 
mapping f: Y -> Z with graph in X. So consider the following statement 

A*(^): "Any strongly compact covering projection from any II} 
space X onto a space Ye $/, admits a continuous section' 

We recall that in this section by "space" we mean a "zero-dimensional space". It 
follows then from the previous discussion that the implication (i) => (ii) follows 
from the implication 

A(n}, Y) =-> A*(«f) 

that we will prove now. For simplicity write (respectively): 

A* for A*(n}); A*(Fff,); A*(G,) 
A for A(n},n{); A(n}, F,,); A(n}, G,) 
B for Det(2}); "Va, co03 n L(a) is countable"; "Va, oF n L(a) is ^-bounded in of3" 
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Thus by Theorems 4.4, 4.3, 4.2, we have A => B. On the other hand a simple 
inspection of Theorem 3.1 shows that B => A*; hence A => A*. 

This finishes the proof of (i) => (ii). The converse implication needs more work. 
The main idea that we shall not develop is the following: given any compact 
covering mapping from X onto Y, one can "embed" (in some sense) the space 
Jf(X) in Jf (Y) as a cofinal subset. 

Finally (ii)' => (ii) is obvious; and it remains to prove (i) => (ii)' when ty == G5, 
or II}. For this consider the set 

X = {(S, T) G JT(Y) x stf\ S c T} 

which is also IT} and let ft be the projection mapping from X onto ¥ = X{Y). 
Since ®J = Gb, or II}, then Ye<& (and this not true for another class ®J cz FT}). It 
is easy to see that ft is strongly compact covering: If ^ is any compact subset of 
Jf (Y) then S = \J<g is a compact subset of Y, and if Te stf is such that S cz T 
then as above S x {T} cz X. The rest of the argument is as in (i) => (ii) above. O 

Remark. In the previous result when the class ®J is not one of the classes G^ or 
II}, the equivalence of (i) and (iii) is false. The most striking situation is the case 
where W = Q the space of all rational numbers. In fact in this case it follows from 
Just-Wicke and Ostrovsky Theorem (mentioned in the introduction) that (i) holds 
in ZF, with the following strong form (no descriptive restriction on the cofinal set): 

For any cofinal subset srf of Jf (Q), there exists a continuous 
mapping f: Q -> srf such that y e f(y)for all y e Q. 

But the proof (that we did not develop) of Theorem 4.4 shows that the following 
statement: 

For any II} cofinal subset s/ of Jf (Q), there exists a continuous 
mapping F : Jf(Q) -> s/ such that S a F(S)for all S e Jf(Q). 

is equivalent to Det (L}). 

6. Compact covering images of Borel sets 

We discuss in this last section another problem concerning compact covering 
mappings on Borel spaces. However unlike the other problems considered previously 
we do not know whether this one has a (positive or negative) solution in ZFC. 

We start by some results from [2] that we state without proof. 

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that f: X -> Y is inductively perfect, and let £ > 2. 
(a) IfXisU\ then Y is II} 
(b) If X is n? then Y is 1$ 
(c) IfXisX°z then Y is 1% 
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose that f : X -> Y is compact covering, and let £ > 3. 
a) IfXisG6then Y is Gs 

b) IfXisPathen 7wP f f 

c) IfX is n^ and Y is Borel then Y is 11̂  
d) If X is 2? and Y is Borel then Y is Eg 

Open problem 6.3. Is the image of a Borel set by a compact covering mapping 
also Borel? 

Remarks. Notice that by Theorem 6.1 the answer is positive if we assume 
Det(£\). In fact we proved in [2] that the the answer is also positive under the 
weaker assumption: 

"Va e ca™, com n L(a) is countable" 

The results above suggest to consider the following statement, in which no 
restriction is a priori imposed on the range space of the mapping: 

A(5F): Any compact covering mapping defined on a space X eSC is inductively perfect 

It follows then from the previous study that: 
a) A(G5) holds in ZFC. 
b) A(Pff) o "Va G c0% co0" n L(a) is ^-bounded" 
c) A(A[) => "Va e co03, of n L(a) is countable" 

Notice that Theorem 3.1 gives particular cases for which the converse implication 
of c) above holds. In fact it is easy to see that Conjecture 3.2 can be restated in 
the following equivalent form: 

Conjecture 6.4. A(A{) <=> "Va e of3, of3 n L(a) is countable" 
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